
 Breathing with PwRHm (and helicopter)
! ! Notes on telematic audiovisual performance

By Tina Pearson
Standing on a giant blue eye under the stars of midnight, a 
glowing translucent globe suspended between my hands, I await 
the arrival of my colleague, Leif Inge, who is ascending from 
below in his helicopter. I hear the sound of the copter before I see 
it, and get ready to activate my dream hands animation. 

We are rehearsing for a September 2014 performance for the 
Network Music Festival in Birmingham, UK. We’ll be playing 
elements from my ensemble composition PwRHm, adding a duo 

that combines sounds of the copter with the tuned sine tones and electric motor samples of the 
original piece. PwRHm was created in the networked three-dimensional platform Second Life for 
the globally dispersed collective, the Avatar Orchestra Metaverse. It was commissioned by the 
Deep Listening Institute for its Women and Identity Festival and premiered in New York in 2008. 
Since then variations of the piece have been performed at new media and new music events in 
Europe and North America.

I was invited to join the Avatar Orchestra a few months after its beginnings in Germany in 2007. 
I was immediately intrigued with the possibilities that a networked three-dimensional 
environment offered to musical exploration, especially the opportunity to work in real time with 
artists from around the world. 

The Avatar Orchestra Metaverse conceives and builds all of its instrumentswithin the virtual 
platform, from the ground up, using sets of incrementally small sound samples scripted into on-
screen controls and objects attached to avatars. Custom animations and colour and texture effects 
coincide with, compliment and/or contrast with the soundmaking. Although much of what 
otherwise goes on in multiple user creative environments like Second Life replicates existing 
forms in a new medium (avatars with realistic virtual pianos, violins, sitars, tablas streaming 
chamber music; or virtual electric guitars streaming rock and pop), the Avatar Orchestra is 
dedicated to creating audiovisual experiences that are yet unknown and/or impossible to realize 
in “real life”, and that consider the virtual environment itself an instrument.

Live performances of this work are usually screened at venues with curators interested in new 
media, game art, electronic music, digital interfaces and telematic art in addition to adventurous 
new music. Some performances, though, take place only in the virtual world, with an eclectic 
and fascinating avatar audience residing in locations from all corners of the planet, and from 
many cultures, disciplines and interests. 

Article continues on page 21
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Tina Pearson – Breathing with PwRHm (cont’d from page 6)
When I was asked to make an Avatar Orchestra piece for the Women and Identity Festival, I 
focused on two areas of exploration. One was touch, telepathy and intimacy through the Internet: 
What connections are possible among a multi-disciplined group of artists who share a sonic 
experience while separated geographically? The other was the electric hum – the sonic 
underpinning of the grid that makes it possible for us to connect in general, and how it could be 
considered musically. 

Second Life rehearsal PwRHm, Leif Inge, Posthuman Corporealities, Lisbon, Portugal

The tonal content of PwRHm springs from the relationship between the just intoned minor third, 
the interval that is formed by bringing together the fundamental frequency of the Alternating 
Current of the electrical systems of North America (60 hertz) and Europe (50 Hertz). Two sets of 
sine tones, built on the harmonic series up to the 25th and 29th overtones respectively of these 
fundamentals, form the “keys” of the instrument (or HUD – Heads Up Display) built in the 
virtual space and displayed on each individual player’s screen. The juxtaposition of the two 
series creates, on the lower tones, a just intonation harmonic scale that is increasingly blurred 
with microtonal beating and combination and difference tones in the progression up the series’ 
compression of octaves. 

Extending the continental AC relationship, the North American performers use the 60Hz-tuned 
instrument while the European performers’ instrument is tuned to 50Hz. Each key of the two 
instruments is scripted to trigger a unique particle of coloured light to be emitted from a globe 
held by each player. Each of the two instruments uses a specific colour spectrum where gradients 
of one hue are transformed to another as the tones rise in pitch. A separate set of instruments, for 
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Tina Pearson – cont’d
solo players, is made from the field recorded samples of electric motors and AC hum from each 
continent, tuned and processed. The soloist avatars emit a condensed electric blue light with each 
tone. (The HUDs were scripted by the German linguist and sound artist Andreas Müller, who 
also recorded and processed the motor sounds; the particle colours and globes were designed by 
media artist Sachiko Hayashi, based in Sweden; animations were scripted by American composer 
Tim Risher. The composer Pauline Oliveros, also an Orchestra member, was the North American 
soloist for PwRHm’s premiere performance.) 

The three-dimensional 
framework of the Second Life 
environment clearly illuminates 
the sonic phenomena that result 
from the juxtaposition of simple 
tones. When two performers 
move their sounding avatars very 
close together in performance of 
PwRHm, their tones’ effect on 
one another is clear and 
pronounced. A group of sounding 
avatars continuously shifting 
position within the boundaries of 
a simulator’s audibility will 
create a clearly spatialized sound 
field that evolves with the 
progression of the players’ Screen  

 shot from Second Life showing HUD instruments,        chosen tones, intensities and 
  movement controls, tesla tower         volumes. Similarly, the emitting  
colour particles of PwRHm combine to create shifting fields of light, illuminating the avatar 
bodies in their animated movements.

I had already worked with the mechanism and process of the human breath in many previous 
compositions; employing it in PwRHm was a natural solution to the dilemma of connecting the 
visceral with the virtual. In performance, the remotely located performers’ individual breath 
rhythms determine the timing and pacing of the players sounds and movements. The moments of 
their inhaling determines the beginning of the North Americans’ sets of sounds; for the 
Europeans, their own exhaling moments determine when their sound sets occur. This breath-
centred performance practice simultaneously focuses and slows down the players’ attention while 
providing temporal structure and pacing for the piece.
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Tina Pearson – cont’d
The new helicopter duo within PwRHm came about from one of Leif Inge’s Second Life cultural 
research excursions. (Leif, a concept artist based in Oslo, is the creator of the famed audio 
installation piece 9-Beet Stretch, and is also a long-time Orchestra member.) Leif had found a 
virtual airport where we could purchase helicopters (incidentally with 50Hz engine sounds). He 
began learning to pilot, and he and I have been working on what he calls “cptrpwrhm,” a duo 
with his piloting of a nicely loud virtual helicopter, and my air-dancing avatar, both of us playing 
a combination of the solo PwRhm HUDs in the midst of two buzzing (at 60Hz) Tesla towers. We 
have been including this duo as an element of PwRHm variations since early 2013.  

It has now been over seven years that a core group of multi-disciplined artists has been meeting 
beyond geographies and time zones to listen, experiment, improvise and perform together 
telematically as the Avatar Orchestra. While there are obvious benefits of collaborating with 
others in the “real world” that are not possible in virtuality, the converse is also true. The need 
for trust, open communication and a sense of humour are the same as with any group. But the act  
of listening and creating together through the portal offered by the virtual world, where 
technological wizardry and failure, political challenge, silliness, danger and cultural dilemma can 
be witnessed all at once, stretches the perceptive muscles of mind into further realms of 
possibility and creates an undeniably rare sense of connection that is hard to match in the non-
virtual world. 

The experience has expanded ideas about music making and my role as a composer. I have been 
awakened to the intensely subjective and complex nature of sonic perception, something that has 
fed back into my current non-virtual and very much acoustic work. Collaborating with the Avatar 
Orchestra has informed and advanced my interest in getting beyond the “walls” of making music 
in the contexts that have been suggested by my training and cultures, and to consider ancient 
forms, radically new forms, ritual, relevance and artistic intention even more than I had been. 
I’ve been provoked to question, in a more nuanced way, the assumptions that I’ve held, and what 
it is I am / we are offering as artists and musicians in this fantastically complex global human 
experiment. 

Tina Pearson is a mother, a composer and performer currently residing on Coast Salish 
Territories on the West Coast of Canada. She balances her virtual reality work with completely 
acoustic projects involving biomimicry, tuned glass, accordion and voice-resonated flute.
 http://tinapearson.wordpress.com/
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